Terms & Conditions

Federally insured by NCUA.

APY = Annual Percentage Yield. Rates are variable and subject to change at any time without notice. Fees may reduce earnings. Checking account minimum opening: $50; savings account: $5.

Anyone who lives or works in Washington State and meets other eligibility requirements may join Inspirus Credit Union.

Members with recurring monthly direct deposit or payroll deduction and eStatements for their ADDvantage accounts will earn 8.00% APY on any amount up to $500 in their savings and 8.00% APY on any amount up to $500 in their checking account. Amounts over $500, or accounts without recurring direct deposit and eStatements, will earn our regular competitive rates effective as of 1/01/2018, 0.10% APY for checking and 0.25% APY for savings accounts.

Direct deposits are considered "recurring" after two consecutive monthly deposits are made to the checking account. 8.00% APY rate is limited to one savings and one checking account per primary account holder. Offer only valid on ADDvantage Checking and ADDvantage Savings accounts.